
ZOHD Dart Sweepforward Wing 635mm Wingspan FPV EPP 

Racing Wing RC Airplane PNP 

 

Description:  

This Dart Sweep Forward Wing is the first Subter-250g fixed wing that made by EPP material. 

Detachable main wing and twin-tail wing makes the Dart Wing very easy to install and carry for 

outdoor flying, what’s more, the wings will be disconnected during a crash, thus to protect the main 

wing and tail wing. You can put a lot of FPV gear and big battery inside the spacious hatch with 

“NACA” air-inlet. The aileron was enhanced by carbon strips to avoid any flex during flying and 

enable a precise control. 

 

Specifications: 

1- Brand Name: ZOHD 

2- Item Name: Dart sweep forward Wing 

3- Wingspan: 635mm (25") 

4- Length: 406mm (16") 

5- Flying speed: 15km/h - 80+km/h 

6- Motor: 2006 2400kv 

7- ESC: 30A w/5V 1A BEC 

8- Servo: 2pcs 4.3g Digital Servo 

9- Propeller: 6x3 

10- PNP Weight: 145g(0.31lb) 

10- Recommended Battery: 11.1V 1300-1800mAh (not included) 

 



 

Features: 

1- Innovative Sweep forward wing design with large wing size and twin tail wing, avoid stalling 

during flying. 

2- Classical and practical “S” high efficiency airfoil, create powerful elevating force. 

3- Lightweight but durable EPP molded wing and fuselage, enhanced by built in carbon fiber spars, 

durable and super crash resistance. 

4- Detachable wing and tail wing structure, compact size, portable and easy to carry for outdoor FPV 

fly. “No-glue” required assembly, open box and fly in few seconds. 

5- Built-in Gyro make the Dart wing fly super stable, and easy to control. 

6- Spacious equipment bay for more FPV gear. 

7- With plastic cover to protect the fuselage bottom from landing scratch 

8- With bump for “CG” mark under the main wing. 

9- With "NACA" Air inlet and outlet for FPV gear cooling 

 

PNP Version include: 
*PNP Dart Sweep forward wing with pre-installed motor / ESC / servos 

(FPV Camera / Battery / radio controller are not included) 


